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An
Independent
Student
Voice

THe BG news
headquarters ot the teach-in organization
in Washington to get suggestions and
programming aides from that office for
the local programs.
The button symbolizes the tree of life
and its three branches represent the first
letters of ecology, ECO. Those three
branches are also intended to symbolize
government, business, and the nation's
universities working together toward a
solution to the environmental crisis.
The peace symbol in the center of the
design is intended to promote the
peaceful efforts of these groups working
together. The root structure symbolizes
man's dependence on earth and his environment for life.
The buttons are intended for campuswide free distribution sometime before
the end of the quarter, according to
Brass. He said they will be passed out at
various points free of charge.
The subcommittee of the April 22
committee that Brass heads also plans to
sponsor a poster contest for University
students to begin by the start of next
quarter.
Cash prizes will be awarded for the
best posters and entries will be Judged
through the University publications
office, Brass said.

A three-week program of panel
discussions, speeches, films and exhibits
has been scheduled to lead into the Environmental Teach-in planned for April
22.
According to Bob Stein, chairman of
the Environmental Teach-in Committee,
the entire month preceeding the national
teach-in will be "punctuated with a series
of seminars and discussion groups
headed by faculty members and informed persons."
He said the objective of the program
is to direct the attention of the northern
Ohio area to the crisis of the environment.
The program, entitled "Toward

LIFE...Living in a Finer Environment,"
will get underway Wednesday, April 1,
hopefully, with a nationally known
speaker to be announced at a later date.
Pollution awards will be given to the
...Justry in the the Bowling Green area
which ahs done the most damage to the
environment and to the one which has
done the best job solving pollution
problems.
Members of the committee are
planning to set up a population clock
which will record birth and death rates.
The group also plans to unveil the
Bowling Green Environmental Teach-in
Flag and pass out buttons supporting the
battle against pollution.
A panel discussion on water quality
has been scheduled for April S.

Solar eclipse
to give many
unusual view
PRESENTING the ECO symbol to Sen. Gaylord Nelson are Ernest
Brass, left, and Greg Thatch.

A bicycle tour of the Bowling Green
area is scheduled for either Saturday
April 4, or Saturday, April 11, depending
on the weather.
Bowling Green residents will be invited to the campus April 5, 12 and 19 to
discuss environmental problems.
Three panel discussions are planned
for the week April Ml, dealing with
pesticides on Monday, individual environmental ethics on Tuesday and
automobile pollution, Thursday.
A discussion of the University's
contribution to the pollution problem will
be held Monday, April 13.
The campus debate society will
participate in a debate on environmental
problems April 14.
A nuclear power exhibit from the

Toledo Edison Co. will be on display
Wednesday April 15. A discussion on the
power crisis will be held a day later.
Students will participate in a door-todoor campaign Saturday, April 18, to
discuss solutions to pollution problems
and to urge residents to write their
Congressmen demanding pollution
control programs.
The last week of programs will include a panel discussion on solid wastes
Monday, April 10 and a discussion on
population control Tuesday.
Community projects and a campuswide rally have been planned for
April 22.
Stein also reported that an information center will possibly be set up
in the Union.

South Carolina arraigns 27 for riot
DARLINGTON. S.C. (AP)-Twentyseven white men were arraigned on riot
charges yesterday as officers prepared
more warrants-some against white
women-as a result of Tuesday's school
desegregation violence at nearby Lamar.
The 27, arrested Wednesday night and
Thursday in a sweep by agents of the
State Law Enforcement Division, SLED,
were freed under $2,000 bond each by
Magistrate Sam Chapman,
No trial dates were set.
SLED Chief J.P Strom said additional
warrants are being drawn in Columbia as
agents identify persons in photographs

taken by his men during the clash of
about ISO white adults with state troopers
and Negro pupils on the Lamar
schoolgrounds.
A representative of Gov. Robert
McNair said some of those arrested will
face additional charges, possibly assault
and damage to state property.
The latter charge, he said, could
result from the toppling of two school
buses that had been stoned by the white
mob before Negro pupils who rode them
to school were removed. The buses were
empty when they were overturned.
Several of the pupils and at least one
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WASHINGTON (AP)--The historic
nonproliferation treaty went into force
yesterday with U.S. and Soviet leaders
pledging anew to strive for a curb on the
superpower arms race.
At a flag-decked ceremony at the
State Department, President Nixon
hailed the treaty banning the spread of
nuclear weapons as a potential "first
milestone on a road which led to reducing
the danger of nuclear war."
Referring to the U.S.-Soviet strategic
arms limitation talks (SALT) resuming
at Vienna April 16, Nixon added: "The
next milestone we trust will be the
limitation of nuclear weapons."
At a parallel treaty ceremony in
Moscow, Premier Alexei N. Kosygin
rated the nonproliferation pact as an

Plans finalize for Teach-in
By Kathy Fraze
Staff Reporter

Morch 6, 1970

Nuclear treaty
goes into effect

Senator lauds
Ecology plans
"Sen. Nelson, on behalf of Bowling
Green University I would like to present
you with this pin, the environmental
symbol for the 70's with the hope that you
will join with us in its endorsement."
These words by Bowling Green
Student Body President Greg Thatch to
Sen. Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisc.) constituted the beginning of environmental
teach-in action from BG in Washington
D.C., Tuesday.
The pin, which Thatch refenred to as
the "environmental symbol for the 70's,"
was designed for the local April 22 environmental teach-in by University
Publications Director, Jerry Fischer.
Thatch and two other students, Ernest
Brass, junior (LA) and Lee Stephenson,
senior i BA), made the trip to Washington
Tuesday in hopes that Sen. Nelson would
support the symbol as the environmental
symbol for the 70's.
"I want to congratulate you on the
dimension of your 22 day program at
Bowling Green," Sen. Nelson said.
"I think there's no doubt," the senator
continued, "that the issue of the quality
of the environment in which we live is not
only the issue of the 70's, it's the issue of
the 80's, the 90's and will be an issue as
long as mandkind is on this planet.
The students also toured the

Bowling Green, Ohio

trooper were injured in the clash, but
none was seriously hurt.
The violence occurred on the campus
shared by the Lamar high and
elementary schools, which were
predominantly white until a courtordered desegregation plan went into
effect Feb. 15.
Mrs. Jeryl Best, wife of one of those
arrested, commented in an interview
outside the jail on the new zoning plan for
school desegregation in Lamar. "We
have been betrayed by our city leaders,"
she said.
Mrs. Best's husband is the chairman

of a citizens group supporting the
freedom-of-choice method of school
assignments.
One white man in the crowd interrupted her interview to say "God
made men white and he made them black
and he did not mean for them to mix."
About 25 troopers stood outside the
jail while the men were transferred to the
courthouse.
When Best left the jail there was loud
applause and cheers from the crowd.

NEW YORK (AP)-The sun, the moon
and the earth have a rendezvous in space
and time Saturday, one that has awed
man down through the ages. But another
work of nature, the weather, may hide
the spectacle from millions of
Americans.
The U.S. Weather Bureau in
Washington issued a gloomy forecast
Thursday for much of the eastern part of
the country, but said there may be
favorable conditions for viewing the total
solar eclipse in New England and
southern Florida.
In ancient times, man cowered in fear
before an eclipse. He believed a dragon
was devouring his sun. Man beat on his
drums and fired arrows into the air to
drive off the dragon.
Now he hauls sophisticated scientific
equipment to remote mountain roads
throughout the world to record highly
complex data, and he fires rockets into
the air.
But where he can man will still look up
in awe this Saturday, at one of the most
spectacular performances in nature's
repertory.
Millions along the path of totality
from Mexico to Newfoundland would
have a chance to see the total phase of the
eclipse if the skies were clear.
Countless others throughout almost
all of North America, and in Central
America and the northwest corner of
South America, may be able, weather
permitting, to see a partial eclipse.
The moon will first begin crossing the
face of the sun, taking a small crescent
bite, about an hour before totality. The
full eclipse cycle usually takes from 2 to
2>* hours.
The eclipse will be total in a path
through Mexico, Florida, Georgia, the
Carolinas, Virginia, Nantucket Island,
Mass., Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.
The shadow, about 85 miles wide and
speeding along at about 1,500 miles an
hour, will touch down out in the Pacific
and leave the earth in the North Atlantic.

important step toward "ridding mankind
from the threat of a nuclear war."
The Soviet leader added: "It is very
important now for nuclear powers and all
other states to do everything in their
power to stop the nuclear arms race and
speed up progress toward general and
complete disarmament..."
"The Soviet government attaches
great importance to the dialogue with the
United States on strategic arms
limitation...we are preparing in all
earnestness for talks on this question
which are opening in Vienna."
Both leaders spoke of a need for a
climate of good will for success of the
Vietnam negotiations, which are a
follow-through on initial U.S.-Soviet
arms control discussions begun in
Helsinki last November.
In London, Prime Minister Harold
Wilson said the treaty "constitutes a
momentous step" but "much still
remains to be done." Wilson spoke at a
ceremony attented by ambassadors of
nearly 100 countries that have signed the
treaty.
The nonproliferation treaty itself was
originally signed July 1, 1968 by the
nuclear Big Three-the United States, the
Soviet Union and Britain-as sponsors. It
took until now to achieve the necessary
number of ratifications by signing
countries to bring it into force.
Deposits of instruments, or formal
legal papers of ratification by eight more
nations, including the United States and
the Soviet Union, were made at the
Washington ceremony. That brought the
total adhering to 47. The treaty provides
that it takes effect on ratification by 40
states plus the sponsors.
Under the treaty, nuclear powers
promise not to provide atomic weapons
to nations not possessing them and the
nuclear have-nots pledge not to acquire
such weapons.
The treaty also stipulates that the
nuclear powers will pursue negotiations
on measures to halt the arms race. The
U.S.-Soviet SALT talk.-, come under this
heading.

Justice Deportment
sues to set oside
election results
WASHINGTON (AP)-The government sued yesterday to set aside the
results of last December's United Mine
Workers election, charging widespread
irregularities in President W.A. "Tony"
Boyle's re-election victory over the late
Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski.
Secretary of Labor George P. Shultz
said the Justice Department filed suit in
federal district court here under the
[■andrum-Griffin Act, asking the court to
void the results of the December
balloting and order a new election.
The suit asked also court orders to bar
the union from spending money without
reporting to the Labor Department as
required by law; and to require the
keeping of proper records.

Committee seeks improvement
in status of graduate students
By Steve Brash
Staff Reporter
Recommendations on improving the
status of graduate students have been
presented to the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee (SEC).
The recommendations were made by
an ad hoc committee, consisting of three
graduate students and three faculty
members.
The committee recommended that
graduate assistants should be required to
spend no more than 20 hours a week in
conducting and preparing for classes and
grading.
Dr. Richard Eakin, assistant dean of
the Graduate School and a member of the
committee, i said it was difficult to
determine the exact amount of time put
in by an assistant. He added that the
committee's limitation was a general
agreement to prevent infringement on
academic time.
The report also recommended that the
University build graduate student
housing as soon as possible, providing
' living space for married and unmarried

students.
The housing would be subsidized by
the University and would meet minimum
state requirements for apartments.
Another suggestion of the committee
was that money should be provided to
help deter the costs of producing final
thesis copies if the student is an employee of the University when completing
his thesis.
Members of SEC questioned the use of
funds to pay for the cost of producing
final theses. Most members felt the
student should be responsible for these
costs.
Graduate students should be involved
in departmental policy decisions that
affect them, according to the committee
report. It also called for their participation in decisions concerning their
own training program and undergraduate curriculum where they are
responsible for a large portion of
teaching.
The report also suggested that
bookstore discounts should be given to
graduate students employed by the
University and parking privileges for

them should be considered according to
their duties. Also, keys to buildings and
laboratories should be given to graduate
students instead of being loaned with a
deposit.
The committee further asked that the
University support attempts on the part
of graduate students to get voting rights
in local and national elections in Bowling
Green.
SEC forwarded the report to Steering
Committee of the Graduate Student
Senate for consideration and advice.
William Eull, president of the Graduate
Student Senate, said the steering committee has discussed the report and
would like to have a more general policy
statement.
"We are very interested in pursuing
further development of the general
policy statement. The specific items
proposed by the SEC committee are of
real concern to graduate students, and
should be a catalyst for further action,"
he said.
Eull said the report will be presented
and discussed by the entire Graduate
Student Senate Wednesday.

TWO INMATES In death row at the Ellis Unit, Texas
Department of Corrections engage In a checker game.
The board was made from a piece of cardboard and

colored with crayons. The contestants caa see the board,
but are unable to see each ether.
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of education

useful service
Or. Michael Moore, the newly elected chairman of the
Ohio Faculty Senate, has done this university and the other
state supported Institutions a valuable service in his ef
forts to provide a state-wide collective voice for faculty.
The OFS has the potential of becoming an important
screening point and check on a Board of Regents which has
a reputation for taking independent and ill-advised action.
The University needs more faculty members like Dr.
Moore who are willing to work toward much needed
changes.

aid to veterans
We heartily endorse the continuing campus drive for
signatures supporting increased federal educational
benefits for veterans.
President Nixon is expected to decide this month on a
bill which would alter monetary allocations to former
servicemen. Indications are the President may veto a
proposed increase, and this, we feel, would be a travesty.
More than 1,000 signatures from the University community apparently feel similarly and have signed their
names to the petition to be sent to the President this week.
We certainly hope he reads his mall.

input vs. output
Computers have entered about every aspect of our
University life, and now may have a heavy hand in
deciding our course registration. September of 1971 looks
like the probable date.
We can only hope that with as much "gas" as our
existing computer wizards have doled out on the campus
community that registration will go smoother.
Mis-scoring on tests, faulty grade reports, ridiculous
mathematics in computing point averages, quality points
and point hours, billing and, ah yes, the payroll schedules,
are living testimonies to the past efficiencies of University
computerization.
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'They Might Not Be Too Dangerous To The General
Public, But I'm Not The General Public'

our man Hoppe

going up in smoke
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Congress, which worries constantly
about our health, is budgeting $2.6
million this year for nagging us into
quitting smoking.
Of course, Congress alsi worries
about the heaith of the tobacco industry.
So it's spending $73.2 million this year to
promote smoking.
The lion's share of this, $31.3 million,
goes to buy up surplus tobacco which we
ship to poor, starving people abroad
under our Food for Peace Program.

Including $31.3 million worth of
tobacco in our Food for Peace packages
may seem heartless to some.
There, for example, is a spindly
African native tottering down the jungle
trail in the last stages of starvation. He
stumbles on a package labeled: "U.S.
Food for Peace." With trembling fingers,
he tears it open. Inside, is a carton of
Winstons. With dimming eyes, he reads
the legend: "Winstons taste good-like a
cigarette should."
So he eats them.
Naturally, eating cigarettes is not

opinion

as Hoppe laughs
By John Hickam
Student Column
It's no accident that most national
news columnists in this country are
carefully screened and tuned for their
politically opportune bigotry. They rave
through their careful wastelands of presummoned cliches and strategic
prejudices like cleverly misprogrammed
robots or the well-oiled machine which
sponsers them, vaguely, in Washington.
Because they have so few alternatives, the people, the masses, eat up
this stuff for fear of going ignorant before
their enlightened friends and families
who are so informed and up on things.
The BG News for instance, "an independent student voice," sucks off the
Associated Press and calls itself a
campus newspaper because the
enlightened faculty (among other minds)
of this university give practically nothing
in the way of column or comment to the
Bubblegummers, who represent the only
collective voice on this campus.
Cowed from the power tower, they run
back to their security tits each payday,
always leaving some for the primer
("contented cows give more and better
milk") where the Pentagon & others will
find their share. They even allow
themselves to be tapped as United Good
Neighbors once a month or so.
There are certain "liberal" columnists who perpetrate the illusion of the
possibility of true freedom within the
system, the machine, when it determines
(poisons, chemicalizes) even the food we
eat. Arthur Hoppe for example, might
say, with an effacement of facetiousness:
"Don't worry about the population explosion. After all, it creates more Job
openings for census takers."
Down to specific numbers, Our Man
(illustrative epithet) Hoppe in his
escapade called "Unity through
Pollution" (P. 2 News, Feb. 18, '70) and a
previous article (in which he describes a
contemporary who stops pollution by not
buying goods in cans, not using a car,
inhibiting all natural functions to the
point of death, advocating corpse nonproliferation through his cremation, and
ultimately giving a non-reducible
quantity of DDT (back to the biosphere)
tries to lighten our daily load, as usual,
with a dramatized romp over vital
touchstones which are serious but comic
though nonetheless worth our consideration.
The future of our planet for instance.
That's important. Will it be capable of
supporting life systems and the projected
billions and billions of homo sapiens say
50 years from now? 40? 30? 20? 10? That's
something every concerned Citizen
should consider sooner or latter suggests
Hoppe. He tells us so in his parable for
the day.
Meanwhile are you appropriately,
pleasantly amused? Laughing hard?
I.ving for your breath? Maybe it's
beck'ise there's 10 per cent less oxygen In
the atmosphere in and surrounding our
cities than 100 years ago, or if you live In
Salt Lake City you're breathing arsenic
from the smelters-especially if you're a
worker in the boiler rooms with no sort of
protection against the fumes, or happen
to live on the wrong tide of the tracks
which happen to be near the factory
where the thickest air happens to be.

Maybe your air's ok though and
you're laughing easily-like if you live in
the hills above the smog level in Salt
Lake, where the factory owners do, or in
the suburbs where some successful
syndicated columnists, among others,
do.
Meanwhile-down on Uncle Sam's
plantation in Vietnam, the field bosses
are doing their thing-tactical defoliation,
which translates: kill all possible food
before the "enemy" can eat it.
They get help from Uncle Sam himself, too. The Pentagon buys a lot of oil
from the oil companies, which makes a
lot of planes run, also a lot of metal from
ther parts, other plantations-upon which
the sun never sets. It's even economical.
We can recover downed planes and
use the parts. Of course we lose a little
metal in enemy bodies but it doesn't
amount to much, human beings are
pretty small places. Also, the enemy is
smaller than us and there's not that
many of them. Anyhow we have whole
mountains full of ore to melt down. They
can't possibly last.

going to help our starving friends abroad.
Nor, if they don't get hooked on
cigarettes, is it going to help our tobacco
farmers.
What is obviously needed is a vigorous
technical aid program to teach the underprivileged, backward peoples of the
world to smoke:
"No, sir, you light the other end.
That's it. Now suck in the smoke. There,
there. Let me hit you on the back a couple
of times. Fine. In a couple of days, you'll
learn to love it."
Once we have our poverty-stricken
friends overseas hooked, think of the
humanitarian satisfaction we'll garner,
shipping them packages of tobacco to
ease their cravings. Think of the pleasure
they'll enjoy, lighting up that first,
glorious, after-breakfast cigarette. If
they had any breakfast.
But our program is not merely
humanitarian, it's ecologically sound.
Congress is spending not only $31.3
million on Tobacco for Peace, but $27.9
million on tobacco export subsidies and
$240,000 for cigarette advertising abroad.
Thus we see that Congress in its
wisdom is appropriating $2.6 million to
get Americans to smoke less and $59.4
million to get foreigners to smoke more.
The goal of Congress is clear: a
thriving tobacco export trade run by nonsmoking, healthy Americans all happily
singing, "Oh, you can ship Salems out of
the country, but. . ."
Such a program will not only save the
economy, it will save the world. For we
are faced with a population explosion.
And many an expert warns that we
simply must stop sending food abroad to
starving people. For their own good.
What better substitute than tobacco?
What better product to snuff out overpopulation? How good it is to know that
our friends abroad will die happy.
For there is no confirmed cigarette
smoker alive today who doesn't believe
in his heart of hearts in that ringing
slogan:
"I'd rather smoke than live."

By Cindy Zender
Student Column
The objective of education is to help
the person become a useful member in
the human community. Beyond this,
education should help create for every
individual a sense of wonder and a sense
of worth in that community.
If the university experience only
serves to help us adjust to life, it is a
useless attempt. The process of
education should exist for the development of any student's mind, not the
accumulation of a point average!
Our "task" of learning should become
more of a self-disciplinary project rather
than manatory busy-work, required
courses, and "rah-rah-grades". Is this
what the University is supposed to be
about? The only answer can be an emphatic NO!
Kahil Gibran, best described
education and how it should affect the
student, when he said:
"If be is Indeed wise, he dees not bid
you eater the house of Us wUdom, bat
rather leads you to the threshold of your
own mind. . .For the vision of one man
lends not Its wings to another man."
The norms and values that are
presented to any student will be valueless
if he is not interested or turned on to
them. At times it seems that the
university does the converse and only
turns the student off to all the wonders in
his community.
Perhaps
administrators
and
educators realize this and so they form a
committee to investigate a new way to
reach freshman and help them "get high
for learning". The answer is not to
refurbish
out-dated
orientation,
procedure or placate the students with
empty words that "things will get better."
There seems to be something
paradoxical in the university methodsGive us a book f Siddhartha, Summerhill
or any others), attempt to help a person
"discover himself" and his potential,
(supposedly this great discovery occurs
sometime during Freshman Orientation)
then turn him loose for approximately
four years of grade-grubbing, busywork,
and mandatory attendance!
This university, this education, is not
going to change the "facts of life" for us.
It won't take away death, poverty, war,
or the obscenity that surrounds our lives.
Nor do we really expect it to change these
facts. If it is really the right kind of
education, it will help us deal with those
obscenities and "facts of life." We can't
ask education to take away death, but we
can hope that our education will keep us
alive in the face of darkness.
This experience, our expensive
education, these prerequisite courses,
can't give us values for our lives.
Hopefully, it will help us build that better
world, not by stuffing and drilling us or
showing us how to be good "niggers"-'
good slaves, but by showing us how to be
alive to everything around us past and
present.
Students here or at other universities
should be free to develop lives and minds
of their own. Maybe the Job of the
university is to show us how to educate
ourselves.

news uerrers
disagreement
I read Dr. Del Porto's letter to the
editor in the March 3 issue of The BG
News and must say that I wholeheartedly disagree with his general
attitude towards four-letter words, and
even more with his reasons.
He referred to communication
specialists' contention that anything that
interferes with first-rate transmission of
ideas is noise. He then stated how fourletter-words are noise because they interfere with communication.
He is probably unaware, however, of
the philosophy of other communication
specialists, namely semanticlsts and
general semanheists. They (e.g., Alfred
Korzybski) contend that the reason that
people are distracted by four-letter
words is that they are confusing the
"word" with the "thing."
They get perturbed at the mere
reference to certain actions, and the
reason they have hang-ups about these
actions is that they were taught that they
were wrong. The semanticiats say that
this situation is a state of "unsanitjr."
It seems to me that it would be much
better if we were to incorporate these
four-letter words into our language,
making them functional and alleviating
the problem of people's getting offended
at the mere mention of the words.
What is really Ironic is the fact that
people do not hesitate using certain
words, even in mixed company, which
mean the same thing exactly as the fourletter word does. Why the difference?

He also mentions that we should not
use four-letter words so frequently and at
random because it will ruin the effect of
the words when they are used in
"legitimate" situations as in expressions
of anger, etc. But we have plenty of ways
to express our emotions without having
to use a specific group of words, and
thus sacrificing the usage of them in more
conventional situations when they could
really add to communication.
I really believe that the level of
human awareness and intelligence will
be raised when we no longer are offended
by the usage of a "word." Communication should encompass every
possible instrument that adds to its effectiveness, and four-letter words have a
place in this scheme because they express what other words fail to.
Why not use them as we do any other
member of our vocabulary? I think that
this unmeaningful barrier should be
broken down.
James R. Marlow
703 Second St

thanks Hyman
Recently, I was invited by Dr. Metvin
Hyman to speak to his class in Speech
Therapy at Bowling Green State
University because of my personal experience with a difficulty in speech aa a
result of cerebral palsy.
He felt that my training in speech
rinses for speech correction would

enaole me u> give useful advice to his
students. These special courses I took in
the School for the Deaf at Lima, Ohio, but
their main objective was training to
overcome speech difficulties. I want to
thank Dr. Hyman for his hospitality in
inviting me to his speech classes and for
giving me ah opportunity to conduct an
open forum on problems of Speech
Therapy.
I am especially grateful for the excellent program in this field of education
at Bowling Green State University. The ,
citizens of Bowling Green should be
proud of this fine institution in the
community and especially for the outstanding work in speech therapy.
More speech therapists now teaching
in the Ohio public schools come from
BGSU than from any other University.
High School seniors should be aware of
the great opportunity for service in the
field of speech correction.
The public school systems are adding
special classes, as in speech and hearing
therapy, for students suffering from
varying degrees of disability. Such
universities as BGSU not only offer
assistance through clinics and special
courses but also they are training the
vitally Important teachers and
technicians to conduct the special
education.
As a result of these improved opportunities for worthwhile training,
handicapped citizens have not only made
themselves valuable workers; they are
coming to feel more secure in their
positions in the community.
John C. Beach
335 Derby Ave,
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The 5th — 'versatile' group
ByBarbJacoU
When Marc Gordon, an cxMotown executive got "The
Versatiles" a contract with
Soul City records, changed
their name to The 5'h
Dimension and brought
Jimmy Webb onto the scene to
write for them, even tie had no
idea that a new dimension to
the entertainment world was
being born.
It was a time of great

transition in popular music
tastes. Groups commonly
soared to the top of the music
charts with one hit and then
were never heart from again.
It was the mid-'60's. And The
5th Dimension had a hit.
The song was Jimmy
Webbs "Up, Up and Away".
The single sold more than a
million copies and won four
Grammy awards including,
"Record of the Year," "Best
Performance by a Vocal

Group," "Best Contemporary
Single" and "Best Contemporary
Group
Performance."
But The 5th Dimension
wasn't a one-hit group. "Up,
Up and Away" was only the
first of a continuous string of
hit singles such as "Stoned
Soul Picnic," "California
Soul," "Aquarius-Let the Sun
Shine In," "Working on a
Groovy Thing," and "Wedding Bell Blues".

2nd clinic uses psychology

THE 5th DIMENSION will appear In concert
Sunday night In Anderson Arena.

Seeks pollution answers

Endres snubs land-fill
A land-fill for waste iron and tin," he added.
"Air pollution in indisposal will not solve Bowling
Green's problems, according cinerators must be controlled.
to Dr. Raymond J. Endres, A wash process could convert
director of the Environmental noxious gas into natural gas to
Studies Center (ESC).
rechannel into the In"In the short run, a
sanitary land-fill may be the
answer, in the long run other
forms of waste disposal will be
necessary," Dr. Endres said.
There are many problems
with land-fills, including rat
control, reventing water
pollution from seeping and
finding enough available land,
PARIS (AP) - The United
he said.
States yesterday condemned
"If garbage can be com- North Vietnam's treatment of
pacted to control rats and U.S. prisoners of
war
pollution and put where it will and said
indignation is
not disturb certain soils, I am rising among
Americans
not opposed to the immediate about
"the
complete
value of land-fills," he ex- disregard which you have
plained.
shown for basic humanitarian
High temperature in- considerations."
cineration plants may be the
' inswer to Northwest Ohio's
Ambassador Philip C.
waste disposal problems.
Habib charged the North
"High temperature In- Vietnamese
constantly
cineration may be able to avoided discussion of the
destroy wastes and keep prisoner-of-war question at
valuable materials such as pig the Paris talks.

cineration process," Dr.
Endres said.
He concluded, the residue
from high temperature incineration would be useable
and would not be a pollutant.

Abhors trtotaoit of prisoners

The second of six planned
smoking clinics, held earlier
this week, focused on the
psychological approach to
breaking the smoking habit.
The program, sponsored by
the Northwest Ohio Action on
Smoking and Health (NO
ASH) is an attempt at
breaking individual smoking
habits.
"Most people don't know
really very much about their
own smoking habits. They just
know they do it," said Dr.
Marvin I.. Kumler, assistant
professor of psychology.
Dr. Kumler and Dr. Donald
F. Kausch, director of the
Psychological Services
Center, have set up the
program to study smoking
behavior. The program involves studying a person's
smoking habits during each
week of the clinic, with checkups at six month intervals.
Participants were asked to
monitor their rate of smoking

and record information as to
why and under what conditions they smoke. After this
information is returned, ways
will be found to alter the

Drama club gives
comedy in German
If you like the Laurel and
Hardy type of slapstick
comedy, you'll love, "How Mr.
Muckinpott Solved
His
Miseries," maintains Dallas
Hull, Senior ■ I.AI

Hull will be performing
three parts in the play written
by Peter Weiss, a West Grman
communist, and presented by
the German Drama Group
Monday.
"The play centers around a
man, Mockinpott, who suffers
disappointment
after
disappointment without understanding why. Of course in
the end he resolves his
problems but while in the
process, he bungles his way
through life-making it a very
funny play," said Hull.
Klaus
M.
Schmidt,
assistant professor of German
who are and director of the play,
should be
for regular
with their

U.S. berates Vietnam

"For those
prisoners, there
provision made
correspondence
families."
North Vietnam turned its
attention at the talks toward
l«ios and its representative
asked; "If the Nixon administration really wants to
get the United States out of the
war in Vietnam why is it involved more deeply In the war
in Laos?"
Hanoi delegate Nguyen
Minh Vy added that with an
increase in the American
commitment in Laos, "how
can the Nixon administration
put an end to the war in
Vietnam?"
He said the United States
has been "endeavoring to
retrieve its defeat by
escalating the war in Laos,
expanding the war to the
Indochinese peninsula and
before entering the Univer- even to Southeast Asia."
sity.
Difficulties in English as a
foreign language vary according to the student's native
land. Students from African
English-speaking
countries
are instructed in all courses
using the English language.
Europeans, said Dr.
Pretzer,
usually
prove
proficient on the test and do
not need the special courses on
campus.
Oriental students, from
such countries as Taiwan,
Thailand and Japan, need the
most instruction in English as
a foreign language, said Dr.
Pretzer.
The English Proficiency
Test scores also influence Dr.
Pretzer in recommending
academic loads for all foreign
students. The selection of
courses depends on the
student's field of study, he
said. Students in laboratory
work do not need as much
English help as students in
reading subjects, such as
economics or sociology.

"Your attitude is unacceptable," Habib said. "It
flouts international convention and world public
opinion."
The United States has said
at least 368 American servicemen are being held by the
North Vietnamese.
"We call on your side to
provide the names of all the
men captured and held by
your side, as well as any information you have on other
men who have ben identified
to you as missing in action,"
Habib continued.

English course helps
international students
Most Bowling Green State
University students have been
speaking English at least
since they were three years
old. But there are students
enrolled here in a course
called "English as a Foreign
Language."
The Office of International
Programs, directed by Dr. L.
Edward Shuck, Jr. requires
that all international students
take the Test of English as a
Foregin Language (TOEFL)
in their native countreis. They
must receive a minimal score
of 500.
The
TOEFL
is
a
proficiency examination
testing one's ability to understand English-in listening,
structure,
vocabulary,
reading comprehension and
writing ability. A score of 500
shows the student is at least at
an intermediate level in his
studies of English.
When a foreign student
arrives on campus, he takes
the English Proficiency Test,
given by Dr. Wallace L.
Pretzer. This reflects the
student's skills in grammar
usage and vocabulary,
reading comprehension.

composition and oral comprehension.
Dr. Pretzer, administrator
of the program in English as a
Foreign Language, then
recommends an English
program for the foreign
student. Most students enter
English
100
for
undergraduates, or English 500
for graduate students, a fivehour non-credit course.
The combined classes are
taught this quarter by Brian
C. Bond, former Peace Corps
volunteer in Afghanistan.
Presently only four students
are enrolled in the class.
Materials for the classes
are aimed at the intermediate
level.
Most foreign students have
studied English by reading
prose selections and writing
exercises from the selections.
The English 100 class aids the
student in speaking ability and
understanding the language.
Rarely does Dr. Pretzer
refer a student for special help
to the English Language Institute at Ann Arbor,
Michigan. At this school, the
student intensively studies
English for 8 to 15 weeks

smoking habit.
The next session of the
clinic will be held Monday at 8
p.m. in the Wayne-Harrison
Room, Union.

portrays Mockinpott.
Although the play will be
presented in German, the
humor can readily be appreciated by those who do not
have a working knowledge of
the language, Hull said.
The play's theme is expressed through the actions
and facial expressions of the
actors as well as through the
words themselves, said Steve
Harris, Senior l.Ai. another
performer in the play.
"We have been working on
the play for three months. It
should be quite professional"
Harris said.
An English synopis will be
provided on the program for
those who do not understand
German.
The play will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. in 105 Hanna.
There is no charge for admission,

Muskie warns majority;
says Nixon shuns talks

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, urging a
new diplomatic Initiative for
peace, charged yesterday that
silent Americans are being led
to assume President Nixon is
pulling out of Vietnam while
actually "he is pinning us
down indefinitely" in the war.
The Maine Democrat said
the nation under Nixon is
following "the endless path to
an unreachable military
victory" while the President
turns his back on the Paris
peace talks.
Muskie said Nixon should
close a protocol gap at Paris
by naming a high-ranking

To Serve You Better
Open Evenings
By Appointment

Howard Photography
432% E. Wooster
354-5702

RALLY
FOR

HERA DAY

diplomat to head the U.S.
negotiating team.
The President also should
try to develop a negotiable
proposal for a time frame for
withdrawal from ' South
Vietnam, he said.
Muskie said the administration has virtually
blotted out domestic criticism
of the war and has erased
Vietnam from public consciousness with ambiguous
promises, thinly veiled threats
to a free press, and carefully
spaced withdrawal announcements.

WASH SHIRTS
30C Boxed
32< On
Hangers

The group has also hit it big get together five people who
with four top-selling albums: could all sing well rather than
"Up, Up and Away," "The the usual one or two dominant
Worst That Could Happen," vocalists and a back-up group.
'Stoned Soul Picnic" and McLemore said,
"The Age of Aquarius".
"When we first got
The 5th Dimension's latest together we were all friends.
single, "Declaration of In- We dug each others. And we
dependence" has met with were all singers. Then, all of a
some controversy, though, sudden, we were a group."
and many stations have
One peculiarity of the 5th
refused to play it.
Dimension with their vast
In a telephone interview, success is that they haven't
Monday, one of the group's released any material commembers,
Lamonte posed by any member of the
MiU'tnore. said that he has group.
never heard the song played
The songes we write, we
on the radio. He compared the give to our competition to keep
situation to the trouble Jose them down." McLemore
Felicianohas with his version joked. He added that since the
of "Star Spangled Banner." group has writers such as
When asked if The 5th Jimmy Webb and I .aura Nyro
Dimension had encountered I "Stoned Soul Picnic") they
any dissatisfaction from black have had a lot of good
audiences because their music material to work with from
transcends the color barrier, outside.
McI,emore could remember
The group's first attempt
only one incident.
at songwriting, though, will
In 1968. at a concert at appear on their next album, as
Valparaiso University in yet untitled. but due to be
Indiana, the Black Student released within a month. The
Union picketed their concert song is railed "A Love Like
because the members didn't Ours" and was written by
think The 5th Dimension was MclA-more.
black enough.
The 5th Dimension have
The Beatles. Sly and the been working on their own
Family Stone, The Temp- television special ithemed
tations and Ray Charles were "Fantasy"!, scheduled to be
cited by McI.emore as the aired May 21. Pop artist Peter
group's greatest influences Max designed the set for the
and favorite performers.
show which will feature Glen
In response to the question Campbell. Artie Johnson and
of how the group managed to Klip Wilson.

Gamma Phi's

GET HIGH
FOR THE
EASTER EGG HUNT
The Pledges
SUNDAY, MARCH 8,
10:45 A.M.

"The New Feminism"
SUE CRAWFORD
Unitarian Fellowship
123 East Court St.
PUBLIC WELCOME
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COMING WEDS. MARCH 11
9 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS INCLUDING "BEST ACTRESS"-JANE FONDA
IN "THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON'T THEY!"

wm

THE
ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N.MAIN PRESENTS:
Entertainment this weekend
FRI: H«MT Hour 35
TIM

WiidjiMirs 8:301A.M.

SAT: Tit striig aid vocal
tittrerttititts of
THE BARDS 8:30 -1A.M.
dick+i«sl

T

p- ill
"CITIZEN KANE"
Starring Orson Welles

March 6,73 - 7:00 & 9:00P.M.Fri. & Sat.
3:00 & 7:00P.M. Sun.
Auditorium of Education Building
Admission-$.5*
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Literary Supplement

Soppho

I'm aware, woman in blue
with your breasts not quite filling your pockets
thot you have looked at mo.
Your part split* more than your hair

I

I remember lovo brought tho taste of »alt to my mouth
instead of this cattle prod in tho groin.
I must begin again.
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the crater steps
of an apostle giant
linger
in the melting snow
longer
than i would

/

the master
of much of my dreams
creeps homeward
downward
into my face and
over the rooftops

^^1

Wr

flRrft
U

the melted snow
is tracked into
my mouth
unwanted
by my tongue
but painlessly accepted
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le*"**^
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^W
W^
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as simply
a way of purifying
the foreshortened giant
who is
still lingering
below my rooftop

*
w
»»
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but even so
happiness
seldom forgives
more often
than the master
said he could
relinquishing most
and buying
the rest
i stopped praying
nightly
and never forgave
SHE/70

by RASMUSSEN

i shoulder the
thought of you
into the loom
between minors
and cannot beai
the visage
the stare ot
infinite dream.

Suzanna and the Elders

Turrimi

With their stubborn lust
the elders watch.
Sun set
over Suzanna's
reflecting bodylight and hungry eyes.
There, time and age were needled
into passion,
passion describing
the peoples' highest wisdom.
But,
they were not nefarious,
perhaps it was Suzanna
and
the body.

-Roger Meador

Humbly, Emily.

A Homily

Helen was 12. But when her friends arrived they were

almost at once
i was
tried and hanged
and should
have died
at night
death at least
was never
given any hope
from my prayers
at the most
i gave daylight

3 by 4. Mo one was younger. And there were rows upon
raw*. And ttiey stood. When some sot others left and
right still stood. None stood still.

Addition and subtraction is nothing more than multiplication
and division
but not vice versa.
Ho sin is worse. Play the game. Hove done with it.

words

not inside--.as much
among
they wore to be
for you what
i would have

Louis isn't Louie. That is, he is another. Altogether.
Louis and Louie are not even friends. They are strangers.
How you see. How they are friends.

shifting of weather.
of light

Lois is short. She is not down among. Low is weaker.
From time t* time low is weaker. In some ways only
is low weak. It serves that purpose.

your eyes,
the greyest silence.
to surprise

-David Adams
AlunScorf

the master
laughed at me
rationalized
by the kingdom on earth
and moistened
by the apostle giant
i lingered
most highly
on a winged
atlas and
danced until
dusk fell over

Brian Gallagher
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GASOLINE FLESH

Abandoned Tim*

Fleeing lo shanties
of al! that remains
behind
i abandoned lime.
Ledge laying weie
windows watching me
slumbering in shadows
ol oblivious fantasy.
Awakening then to
visible dream ol
time laces
laid death still
in fugitive
drifting
dust
i shrieked between
the abhoned silence
with the thought
time abandoned me.

Ancient roman marxmen reduce*'
their countdown percentage to
a mere arrow bent only
by venerial x-ray systems
She crosses the shine glare just
sensing coded weights while
mourned wheels fold their
imperial eagle wings I remain celebrated in
employment of the helmets,serpent lettuce being my ink
& brother yogi cemented in
lights suffocates self-distilled
mirages; deliberating an
anything will go wedgeless
something to match tissues
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in God we trust
all others cash

-Jerry Turner

COMPUNCTION
■

The Cosmos

Once upon a time there was time. But
that was a long time ago. Before the
Cosmos.
In the Cosmos there was only
existence; a flowing of Life and minds
which did not exist. For nothing existed
after it came. Some called it the second
Messiah when they first say it, but it
really wasn't. It was nothing.
There was only Life, only rocks and
trees and moving creatures which didn't
exist either. For they became part of the
Cosmos and ceased being things. They
became no things.
And then one day a man stood up and
said, "U't there be light. Let there be
things. I am something and everything

There's no need to worry
About the dazzling apparatus,
About how it works.
Trying to make how much
Out of nothing always gives
Me cramps.
Like making qualms about
The bones found on the
Lake Erie shore near Windsor.
Crouching by the desert's mouth
Creating a blossom in disguise
Makes bad style for the diggers.
And creating dust.
Which is to say there's
No land like that which
Makes small talk for
Big talkers.

photo b\ Mirhnrl Irloski

MAN
«OC,AN
MAN
WOMAN
..OMAN
MAN
MAN
'
WOMAN
WOMAN
MAN
WOMAN
MAN
WOMAN MAN
WOMANMAN
WOMANAN
WOMfUN
WOMAN
*HAA,.

Jim DICK

UNPAINTED GRISAILLE

tfVNAN

else is nothing. I am everything."
And the nothing creatures stoned him
to death.
But the Cosmos had been shakened
and anti-Cosmos creatures arose. They
were martyred but grew in numbers,
spreading the belief in things throughout
the world.
And in time to come, everything was
something. But the people soon longed
for another Messiah, losing faith in
things. . .

NVBMAN
NVWOMAN
NVW WOMAN
uy- WOMAN
WOMAN
WOMAN
WOMAN
WOMAN
WOMAN
WOMAN

Consider the satin ol home.
lire by evening
About your eves and mouth
a slumalo leliet of an and words.
Syllables, pendulum like.
in a glass case idioms ol sound.

»#I Left

The death of myself I felt.
*
8-5 Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri.
Dropping my last acid, I feel,
see my death.
Circles of brown ramblers, red firebirds.
A hot summer day.
The cool breeze from the ferry to the island.
A bicycle for 2 peddled by l.
A non-existent,, come-on millionaire.
Spaghetti a Tony Packo hamburgs.
Thursdays together-gone now forever.
Gone with the death of a brown rambler and the
damn hate-love birth of a black mustang.
My last trip, stoned; it was a bummer.
It keeps coming back with warm breezes and speed.

Terry Cochran

-John evan barkoot

Comloil in a tea cup.
Here.
the meaning of wai
shot thiough a tube
and bearded men ran through the rums.
Ruins.
■Rogei Meador

photo by Michael ftrloski
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STRUNG-OUT

■U0

0

they wait
not able to afford a ticket to Delphi
on the street

•

**- >

j3caa* «j&»»r-

crouching
hoping
stretching to laugh
laughing to stretch
clothed in rags
torn from the robes of Joseph

M^feaJkifH

% til-Se»V-«^*/

wanting to believe
some fortune-cookie oracle
who also waits
uver classifieds & cadged coffee
frenetic patience
strained impossibly

—

...

-

- i

the answer sticks to fingers
categorically
impaired

It*
-

J

Earl W Barker

1
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Financial aid forms available; TO t
DO
deadline for filing is April 15 TODaY
Applications for financial
aid are now available in the
Student Financial Aid Office,
305 Student Services Bldg.
Types of aid available for
full-time
students
are
scholarships,
grants-in-aid.
Educational
Opportunity
Grants and National Defense
Student I .<«m.v
Also available is the Ohio
Instructional Grant (OIG)
intended to assist Ohio
students having exceptional
financial need.
In order to be eligible for
the OIG a student must be an
Ohio resident and a full-time
undergraduate student in good
academic standing.
The OIG is not necessarily
awarded on a scholarship

dependent children in the
family are the primary factors used to determine the size
of the grant.
Adjusted effective Income,
calculated on the basis of the
American College Testing
Family Financial Statement,
is defined as the gross family

basis, but on the relative
financial need of a student.
The maximum OIG is $300
per academic year, according
to Mrs. Betty Whittaker,
administrative assistant in the
financial aids office. However,
adjusted effective income of
the family and the number of

income minus federal income
taxes paid, extra medical and
emergency expenses.
The deadline for applying
for the OIG and any other
financial aid is April IS. Applications received after that
date will be considered only if
funds are still available.

Eclipse tomorrow at noon
The first total eclipse of the
sun since 1963 will occur starting at noon tomorrow,and last
for about 24 hours.
In the University area,
however, the eclipse will only
be a partial one, the total
event being visible only along

the
Eastern
seaboard.
Maximum eclipse time should
be around 2 p.m.
Health advisers warn
against viewing the eclipse
directly, saying direct exposure can cause serious eye

damage. The Eastman Kodak
Co. suggests sandwiching two
or
more completely dark
black and white negatives
together, thereby making an
acceptable filter with which to
view the event, which will also
be televised.

FIESTA BOARD
ALL YOU CAN EAT -$1.25
PLUS ONE FREE DRINK

1616
E. WOOSTER

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

PUZZLE

4
5
6
7

Two fins.
Epochs.
Chores.
Scene of
Hamlet.
8 Sound
platter.
9 Coral island.
10 I-ow ground.
11 In the past.

By Loi* Jonee
ACROSS
Copy.
Devastated.
Irish
County.
Whatnot.
Unity.
Regimental
eommander.
Household
deity.
Winter spoil
gear.
t'nele: dial.
Court
records.

••CITIZEN KANE"
Will be shown at 7 and 9
p.m. in the auditorium,
Education Bldg. Admission to
the UAO Fine Film is fifty
cents. The movie, directed by
Orson Welles, also cast as the
male lead, is the story of an
American publisher who has
built a fortune, and leaves a
humble rememberance at his
death.

58 Small
opening.
39 Swimmer.
60 Heckled.
Ill Nibblers.

12 Coninion.

DOWN
1 Worship.
2 Ranier. e.g.
3 Sluggishness.
1

2

3

13
II
21
24

<

Hermit.
Erased
Stuffs.
Household
chaplain.

•

t

1

15

I l.t.Hi. I.
n

(■lass DfalU.
Appendages.
rnusual.
Hamper.
Captivates.
Deceived.
Yorkshire
river.
Exhausted.
Yellow
pigment.
Originating.
Finished.
Kxist.
Microwave
amplifier.
Headline!'.
The —
(Foiirlh

tomorrow
MUSIC CONCERT
Will be presented at 8:15
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. The Micliigan Contemporary Directions Ensemble will present a jazz
ensemble which will also
include dance, film and slides.

23

34

37

■

11

40 Detach.
41 One who
denies.
42 Producers.
44 Wrangled:
Scot.
47 American
clergyman.
48 Beelzebub.
51 Stringed
instrument
52 I'YniiniiH
name.
39 x. American 55 — hit.
hull.ID
57 I ncliliiti'ii
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I'honograinie
symbol.
Noah's son:
var.
A plant
Rule.
Incipient.
Repeat.
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43

10

1

1
13

30
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31
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Estate).

Sunday

l

19

26 Altar
hanging.
28 Healthy.
30 Lobster eggs.
32 World
power: init.
33 Enemy.
33 Twisting.
30 Sitting.
37 Vehement.
38 Netherlands
town
resident.
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54
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91
«0

"
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Solution of Yesterday' ■ •uzile

OHIO PEACE
ACTION COUNCIL
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
White Dogwood Room, Union.
Also, the organization will
show the film, "The War
Economy" at 3 p.m. in
Founders Quadrangle, 7 p.m.
at the OPAC meeting, 9 p.m.
in Dunbar Hall, and at 10 p.m.
in Compton.
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BRIDGE CLUB
Will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
the Ohio Suite, Union.
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Chef fries cheese
and canned rice.

KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the
main gym, Men's Gym.

campus page

Monday

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, & FRIDAY 4:30 - 7:30
■■':

FOR SWINGERS OVER 18

LAW SOCIETY
Will present Toledo attorney Dan McCullough, who
n,will speak on "Constitutional
Right of Freedom of Expression and Use of Property," and also, Miss Rose la
Rose, owner of the Esquire

Burlesque Theater, Toledo.
The meeting will begin at 7
p.m. in the Top of the Alps,
Petti's Alpine Village, and is
open to the public.

Weather

The forecast for
today
says
the
temperature
will
remain the same,
with
Increasing

Wizard of Id

cloudiness
and
warmer temperature
for tomorrow and
Sunday.
Courtesy of Geography Department

by Brant porker end Johnny hart
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NO COVER FOR GIRLS

STARTING TONIGHT:
(Z
1 ALL NIGHT JAM SESSION Uts??
I
\

2:30 A.M. - 7:OOAJV\.

IV IKl News

MUntantyHall
DWHM7M
Kales $ 10 per lino |H>I ti.n 1
lines minimum, average «»f 5
words per line
Deadlines S pjB t«0 da>s
before date of publication
The IU1 News reserves the
nnl>' It edit or reject any
classified
a.U ertisement

ptactd
Pun led errors which in the
News' opinion deter from the
value uf the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
ii reported in person within W
hours «f publication
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REFRESHMENTS
AND DANCING

NEW RENAISSANCE
FAIR
Early bird special every Friday
and Saturday night from 8 to 9

PERSONALS
DONT FORGET SATURDAY
NIGHT IS DATE NIGHT AT
THE CX GIRLS HALF
PRICE WITH OR WITHOUT
ESCORT
Big V-Get psyched for a Fine
Friday! Love. UtHe V
Alpha Phi PledgU-When art
wt having another spaghetti
dinner The first one was
greati^i
WIU do t)pinj Call 334-03M.
4(2 S Summit - Apt 5(.
Happy Birthday IS.P.I Don't
blow out the candles.

Tuesday. Friday & Sunday
old,- English Fun n Chips
Shopping Center acroai from
Stadium.

moonshine1 I.ove, Jan.

Friday and Saturday AFTERNOONS. HAPPY HOl'RS
AT THE C.I.

Kappa Sig's i Thaiu for the lea
1st Friday. The D.G.'s.

FLORIDA, couple will share
expenses on return from Vero
Beach (N of Lauderdale)
around March 29 Call 353-9113
after 5 p.m.
Joe- Thanlu for coming when I
needed you. I love you! Your
YoYo
George: Happuttss u knowing
you for one year and trying for
a second I,ove Cindy.
Ding-A-Ling: They Brand
Teddy Bears don't they! Hi*
Ya. F.R.
Remember: BGSU Law
Society, Monday. March I. 7
pm Petti s Speaker? Mr.
Dan H. McCullough. Attorney
and Miss Rose LaRosw. Owner
Esquire Burlesque.
Brothers. Wake up to brunch
Noon Sunday. Your Dragon
U4.es.
THE HUTCH pen and supplies, PENNY SALE on all
aquarium plants and many
different kinds of fish 311 S
Prospect BG.O. Ph. JS4-9603
NEW HOURS 14 Mon. Weds .
and Fn.; Tttes.. 14; closed
Sun and Than.: Sat. M.

Will do typing of any type Dictaphone or other - wise.
Call 3S2-9124

Sue, Panhel never had it so
good-IJTB Levaun.

All

Sunshme-Hsppy Birthday 1
l-els celebr.te with some

you

can

eat 11.11

FRANK
LUNCH
NOW
PLAYING AT THE C I.

Support Jame Kreisher. The
Puxa eater to beat them all!
The Ruztards
Two SS.OO tickets for 5th
Dimension's concert selling at |
UN Call 353-1704 F.mie
Denny-So glad to have you for
my D.U. Big1 Love. Your
UUe. Dem.
Alpha Phi congratulates J
Nancy and Wade on their SAE
pinning and Jan and Bob on |
their Phi Delt pinning!
Mr. D.U. • I'm glad that my
big brother is the Big. A. Your
little. M.
Bill's D.U. Li'l sis knows she's
"pickin" the BEST big! Love
from your l.i) Lee.
Penguin ft Jeff: We're the
luckiest "DU Debs"having
you as our "Bigs" your blue
Suses.
DCs thank Theta Chis for a
great Chicken dinner last
Thursday.
Dem. Thanks for being the
Sweetest D.U. Little Denny
Head Weasel Congratulations from Mother
Weaael and Your Weaselettes.
Ride available to Boston
Spnngbreak. 334474.

Riders wanted to and from «W
Denver Leave Mar. 19. Call
Wanted 4 or 5 roommates to
Cathy or Pam 353-5953
sublease a house near campus
for
summer quarter. CALL 3Ride for 3. Uuca-Syracusc
Area. Share costs J 3T2-2472 3913 - 23915
Ride needed to Kansas City M persons needed for
Kansas for Spring Break Call Valentine Apt. for summer
2-4600 Ann
qtr. Air-cond., furn., M0 mo
352-0114.
Ft UudcnUlr -Winltd, 2 men
to share coil of Motel Room
l Pool. TV, inc.) i*M M.
Are you l-ost' Find yourself in nighti ride provider]: Call
the searching Music of the Steve or Mark 2-3444
Bards. Saturday Night at the
Alpenhorn Room. 119 N. Main Rent reduced 2 bedrom
Greenview apu. to be lublet
(or summer Call 1S2-W71

LOST AND POUND

RENTALS • SALES

I 1 girl needed *pr qtr. Io ihare
'apta. for 2. Ii3-2«1

Male Roommate needed for Needed: Room or small
Spr. and Sum. Qtrs. Green. apartment
for
visiting
view. Call 1U42M after i p.m. Professor. From Latter
March to Mid June. Please
64 Custom 300 Ford MM or Contact Mr Phllup O Connor
best offer JS+4641 after 11 at 372-2773.
Bene.
Male Student to share apt
For Sale Spertl Sun Lamp and ideal kx-alion MO 3U-7471
GE portable TV 3M4433
after 3:30 for appointment.
OD cc yamaha plus helmet j
plates. IIM Call 332-0(42
Sub-leasing 3 Kirls presently
sharing attractive apt. need a
4th roommate contacg Betty
Defray 22551
Roommate wanted Call 334.
4433. after 3 p.m.
I«2 Meteor 233 W Merry 333tm after 3 00
M. Roommate needed spring
Qtr. 158 month Walking
distance from campus. Call

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
JOBS! JOBS' and more
JOBS' Students, teachers.
Stateside and IntertviUonal
Jobs. Recreational Jobs;
Year-round Jobs; Summer
Jobs. All occupations and
trades. Enjou a vacation while
you earn. Hurry! The bast
jobs art taken early Write
"JOBS". P.O. Bos 475, Dap..
CP 315-1. Lodi. California

m
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Wrestlers crown chances are slim
ByJackO'Breu
Assistant Spoils Editor
If.
That is the big word as far
as Bowling Green's wrestling
team is concerned this
weekend.
With a 7-5 overall dual
meet season record, 0-5
against MAC competition, the
Falcons chances for a MAC
championship or a high place
finish will depend on the
performance of certain individuals.
"It wiU be a difficult task to
win it all," said coach Bruce
Bellard. "I feel that we wiU be
challengers for a champion in
at least four weight classes."
"Green will be our best
shop at a championship," he
added. "His biggest opponents
will be Toledo's Bill Altimore
and Ohio's Greg Voutyas."
The other Falcon hopefuls
are Bill Nucklos at 177, Butch
Falk at 167 and George Kirkwood at 126 pounds.
The big 'ifs' are Tom
Bowers at 118, Dave Weilnau
at 134 and Mike Clark at 150
pounds.
MAC wrestling calendar
Friday
Preliminaries - at 1 p.m.,
no charge.
Semifinals - at 7 p.m.
Admission is $.50 for students
and Jl for adults.

Htxl pKolo by Kiri Bobudw

SHOOTING FOR A takedown and getting It Is Bowling Green's Mike Clark
(right i. Mike believes that takedowns are at least 75 per cent ofamatchandifhls
opponent beats him on takedowns he will usually win the match. In this case Mike
won the battle of takedowns and a 9-6 decision over Miami's Ken Gustin.

Saturday
Consolation finals - at 1-2
p.m.
Championships - at 2 p.m.
Admission for either or
both matches Is $1 for students
and 82 for adults.

Ohio top challenger

Kent favored for swim title
By Jim Miller
Sports Writer
Kent and Ohio University
go into this years MAC
swimming championships as
co-favorites.
The reason is simple-in
each of the meets 16 events an
individual representing one of
these schools is the choice for
top honors. To add to the woes
of Bowling Green and those of
the other conference tankers,
the Flashes and Bobcats have
plenty of depth to back up
their frontline stars.
In the distant freestyle

Fencers fart well
ii ■ eovice Meet
Members of tbe recently
formed fencing club fared well
in their first competitive
novice meet, at Cuyahoga
Community College.
They were pitted against 91
other novice fencers from
Kent State, Cuyahoga CC,
Case Western Reserve and
Cleveland State. Bowling
Green was paced by
sophomore Judy Laubersheimer in the womens' foil
(rapier) and freshman Jeff
John in the mens' foil.
It took almost a full afternoon of parrying and
riposting (jabs and blocks) for
Miss Laubersheimer to sew up
fourth place in a field of 38
coeds, but her trophy signified
BG's highest finish of the day.
Karlyn Korsgaard placed
ninth and Ruth Ann Mitchell
reached the semi-finals as
Bowling Green's only other
female entries.
John, relying mainly on
strength, finished ninth out of
65 men in the foil division after
surviving 23 bouts. A bout is
five touches or five minutes.
Triumphing through almost
that many bouts were Dennis
Frigges and Dave Shrigar who
were eliminated in the semifinals.
John Connely, Bob Forgue,
Mike Ward, BUI Cooper, Pat
Hammond and Wan Kong
Ting also represented BG.

races, the 500 and 1650, Kent's
Russ Hammerguran holds the
seasons' fastest times.
Defending champ, Western
Michigan's Dave Polonski and
O.U. freshman flash, Arpad
Batizy, should also given BG
ace BUI Zeeb, lots of competition.
The 200 IM winner of last
year, Ohio's Neil Wade, is
returning for a repeat performance. Miami's Rich
Perrin and Greg Penn of Kent
State, should be his chief
rivals.
Ned Steele of O.U. is
ranked number one the
freestyle sprints of 50 and 100
yards, but don't discount
Miami's Dave Sidner, who is

just a notch below.
For one of the few tones in
recent years both diving
competitions have a clear cut
favorite-Tom Bishop of Kent.
The freshman simply appears
too far above the field from
both the one and three meter
boards.
Defending butterfly
champion, O.U.'s Dave
Solomon, is also back for
another go. Solomon won both
the 100 and 200 fly, but might
be pushed this year by Rich
Perrin of Miami or Tom
Dommel from KSU.
The breaststrokes could be
quite a batUeground, but the
nod goes once again to NeU
Wade of Ohio. Prime rivals

include Dave Marcikic of
Western and Kent's Tom
Davis.
All-American Les Moore
(KSU) easily rates the
number one pick in the
backstrokes. Bowling Green's
Tom Nienhuia may collect a
second spot over Miami's
Perrin however.
The grueling 400 IM should
go to O.U.'s Don Douglas, the
defending first placer.
The relays will be tight
fights between Kent and Ohio
once again.
Falcon coach Tom Stubba
hasn't changed his pick to win.
"I've got to put my money
on Kent, their depth is Just too
great, though Ohio may have
more potential first places,"
predicted Stubbs.

Chicken
Dinners

All four top choices are
seniors and will be making one
final attempt to win the big
one.
Green will probably get the
top seating at 190 lbs. He
posted a 54 overall dual meet
record this season and will be
seeking his first MAC
championship after two
misses. He finished second as

a sophomore and placed third
last season.
At 177 lbs., Nucklos (10-1)
will be gunning for his first
conference championship
after finishing second at 160
lbs. a year age when he forfeited his title bout to Ohio's
John Yount because of a knee
injury.
Nucklos is confident of

Kirkwood to test
Milkovich's reign
"I sincerely feel 1 can beat
him
(Mike
Milkovich)
because 1 know what he has,"
said a confident George Kirkwood.
"I respect Milkovich a lot,"
he added. "He has a good
record and a good reputation
and I should have beat him
last year, but I lost on a
disputed takedown by the
referee."
A year ago, Kirkwood
wrestled Milkovich in a dual
meet and dropped a 3-1
decision.
Kirkwood contends that the
referee gave Milkovich two
points when they were off the
edge of the mat.
"It was a clear cut call and
not opinionated," complained
Kirkwood. "The match should
have ended up in a 1-1 tie."
Milkovich finished the
season with a 12-0 overall
record and has a string of 30
straight dual meet victories.
He is the defending 130 pound
MAC champ and has become
the first wrestler in Kent
history to win a total of 30
straight dual matches in three

years.

Kirkwood ended the season
with a 7-0-2 slate wrestling at
126 and 134 pounds, but will
drop to 126 lbs. For the conference championships.
"He has alot more moves
than I have, but I feel that I
have a few basic moves that I
know will work against him,"
explained Kirkwood. "1 know
that I should be able to ride
him."
"A lot of guys on the team
tend to fold up when they are
going to wrestle a real tough
boy," he added. "When I have
someone really tough, I will
wrestle really tough."
It means a lot to Kirkwood
to beat Milkovich. He feels
that all the fame and success
Milkovich has managed to
gain over the past years will
be instantly his, with a victory.
"To me I think it would be a
most unfortunate thing if
either Mike or I end up with
less than a second in this
tournament," concluded Kirkwood. "In fact to me, it would
be absurd."

VEAL PARMIGANO
with side order
SPAGHETTI
.25 TODAY
5:00 home-made
-»
-»■-«» «.<«.«*.
TO 8:30
ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

each match and his chances of
lasting past the first round are
meager.
At 142 lbs.. Bowling Green
will go with either sophomore
Dick Muni or freshman Reg
Mai ley. Neither one of them
has wrestled in a varsity
match this season.
Heavyweight seems to be a
lost cause as all 195 lbs. i if
that) of Ben Patti is no match
for the likes of Kent's Tom
Walter or Toledo's Greg
Wojciechowski.
"OU has got to be the
favorite based on their dual
meet record (5-0) against
MAC teams," concluded
Bellard. "After OU I don't
know who to pick because
everybody is so close."
Tourney favorites based
on MAC records
118
126
134
142
150
158
167
177

Ron Sheer (Miami) 34-1
Rich PanellaiOU) 4-0-1
Mike Milkovich (Kent) 54
Ron JunkolTU 14-0-1
Dan Milkovich (Kent) 54
BobTschoU(OU) 4-0-1
Bruce Trammel (OU) 5-0
Butch Falk (BG| 3-2
Bruce Hosta (OU) 3-1
Bill Nucklos (BG) 3-1

Ron Johnson (OU) 54
190
Joe Green (BG) 3-0
Hvt Greg Wojciechowski (TUI
54

THE ORIENTATION BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR QUALIFIED LEADERS FOR NEXT
YEARS FALL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

Be A Leader
INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW IN ROOM 405
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
INTERVIEWS BEGIN: APRIL 1st

Up, Up, and Away

WITH
THE 5th DIMENSION
IN CONCERT
March 8th - 8:00 P.M.
Memorial Hall
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED AT
UAO TICKET BOOTH ON THE FIRST
FLOOR OF THE UNION.

Fish
Dinners

victory this year as expressed
by the words on his head gear
'championship or nothing.'
Falk (10-2) at 167 lbs. will
be fired up for this weekend's
action after being upset 3-2 by
Miami's George Graf in a dual
match last Thursday.
A year ago, he was
eliminated in the first round at
191 lbs. by Toledo's Dave
Long.
"Falk has as good a chance
as anyone else in the league in
his division," commented
Bellard. "Bruce Hosta 15-31
from OU will be Falk's biggest
competitor. If they both get to
the finals I think he (Falk) will
win."
At 126 lbs., Bowling
Green's hopes will ride with
Kirkwood who finished the
year with a 7-0-2 overall
record. During the regular
season he was wrestling at
either 134 or 142 pounds, but
will drop to 126 lbs. for the
tournament. By doing this he
might end up tangling with
Kent's superstar Mike
Milkovich.
Bowers, Clark and Weilnau
all have a good chance of
placing in the championships,
but based on their records
against MAC opponents their
chances of being a champion
are very slim.
John Ress at 158 lbs. has
been looking worse and worse

SEND IIP FLARES

Ybu'd think by now

God would say
"Phooey!"

BIG CHAMP-GIANT
VA lb.
HAMBURGER,
ALL BEEF

Beef Champ
ma. Mala
wneweMCMeaqNaBeTOMeaANevgNTi jMMnV
nju sitnto soue

!•» i>iMl.| In. . 4T11I4I I CHI DO O
"Potnf Your WoQOn"
I.M Marvin • Clint Eastwood
Und.t 14'.-J 1.25 Always
R.i.rved S.ali AvoilabU
CINEMA 2
MARLO THOMAS ■ TV. "That Citl"
"JENNY"
*
CONTINUOUS SMOWIN05I
THIS FILM RATED "M"

3

SOUTH SIDE "6"

What with all the hate,
the indifference to war,
the fanatical selfishness we see around us.
But God doesn t go
around saying things
like ■Phooey.''
He goes around saying
things like "Love your
neighbor as you love
yourself."
Have you tried it lately'

□

Break the hate habit:
love your neighbor

©

CARRY0UT
FOR ALL YOUR FAVORITE
PARTY SUPPLIES

COME SEE
OUR ALL NEW
REMODELED STORE!
Cor. St. Mill I Napol«o« Rd.
OPEN DAILY
FRI. I SAT.

a.m. Till

11P.M.

9 a.m. till ■idiitt

WALT DISNEY'S
"THE COMPUTER
WORE TENNIS SHOES"

B^&Jiifosrt?IVx*\< AWV\s!
v

Alpha Chi
Congrats to
PAM HAYES
First Vice Pres
of Panhel

You'll want to, wden you see ours. Likt — fit. With
the kind of tailoring that's up to the neat fabrics
and patterns we're known for. Send up a few pair
in your spring wardrobe, and set yourself to grab
some attention.

The "Backroom" At
AvwK

IOOH *.Cf>v\xH

»f Jje Ben
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News photos by Kirt BabuBer

Cagers desire was costly at times
"They set their goal early;
they wanted to win the MidAmerican Conference," said
Falcon basketball coach Bob
Conibear, taking time out to
review a 15-9 season between
speaking and recruiting
commitments.
Their goal was missed by
the narrowest of margins (one
point), but six non-league
defeats also squashed another
post-season opportunity
(NIT).
"Looking back, now, they
may have been too intent on
winning the MAC during some
of the non-league games; and
those losses (Northern Illinois
and i.ciyuhn probably kept
them out of the tournaments."

admitted Conibear.
As highlights of the season,
Conibear listed individual
accomplishments which
combined to bring the players
together as a team.
"The play of Bob Quayle
and how he progressed
throughout the year; the play
of Sid Rodeheffer coming off
the bench and making key
contributions; Jim Connally,
defensively and inside,
because he had to carry a big
burden; Jim Penix, with his
offensive thrust; and Rich
Walker's adjustment from
guard to forward and back to
guard."
Yes, the Falcons were
quite a "team" and the final

At NCAA qualifiers

league statistics prove it.
Walker (13.7) were also
Averaging 76 points a among the leaders.
game, they were second to
McLemore was the third
Ohio University, and in leading rebounder (10.3),
holding their opponents to 69.8 Connally the third leading
points per game, they placed percentage shooter from the
fourth. BG was tops in foul floor, and Penix the fourth
shooting (73.3 per cent) and best foul shooter. Impressive
runnerup in field goal per- statistics for a not too
centage (46.0) and team dissimilar squad which was 9rebounding (51.6).
15 and last in the league a year
Bowling Green
also ago.
dominated the individual
Conibear described the
statistics, placing three whole key to success as the
players in the upper stratum team's cooperation and hard
of the scoring, rebounding, work on defense and play at
field goal and free throw both ends of the floor.
"We knew they could shoot
percentage lists.
Penix led the MAC in and put the ball in the hoop
scoring with a 22.9 average because of their high shooting
and McLemore (17.1) and percentage last year, but we
also knew the defense had to
improve," explained
Conibear.

which the Falcons ran at the
Pittsburgh Relays in late
January.

It's the last chance for
most Falcon indoor trackmen
at the NCAA Qualifier at
Eastern Michigan University
tomorrow.

"If we can get our guy in
the half to run about a 1:56, we
could do it," Wottle said. "It
all depends on that one man; if
he doesn't move it, we won't
be able to pick up for him."
Brodt will be hoping for the
best for his distance medley

This is the last chance to
qualify for the NCAA Indoor
championships to be held in
Detroit next weekend. While
there for the obvious reason of
trying to qualify, the Falcons
will be working on something
else.
"Actually, we'll just be
running for some better times
in some of our events," said
track coach Mel Brodt. "Sure,
we'll be trying to qualify some
of our people, but realistically
speaking, the meet's standards are a little high for us
right now."
Not that some Falcon's
qualifying is beyond reason,
but as Brodt put it, this would
take "an extraordinary effort."
One Bowling Green thinclad who has already earned
qualification for the championships next weekend is
miler, Dave Wottle.
He ran a 4:07.5 mile four
weeks ago at the Western
Michigan Relays, winning the
event and the NCAA invitation
to Detroit. Wottle's immediate
concern, however, is in the
Falcons' distance medley
team in which he'U run the
mile leg tomorrow.
"We've got a slim chance
to get into the nationals," said
Wottle, "but what we've got to
get our time down to is about
9:50."
Bowling Green's best time
■o far this season In the
distance medley is 10:05,

team tomorrow, yet he seems
to be (hinking a little further
ahead.
"We're keying on our
relays tomorrow so we can get
them ready for the KC
(Knights of Columbus) meet
in Cleveland the weekend
after finals," Brodt indicated.
"If they're going to qualify
tomorrow," he said, "they'll
need a real team effort."

believes that
basically
everyone recruited is offensive oriented.
With the freshmen winning
12 of 14 games, the varsity
looks to benefit in personnel
and Conibear agrees.
"The freshmen had a good
sound team with several
players that should fit into our
program," said Conibear.
"We may not have key personnel like some teams recruit
specially, but we will have a
healthy situation with players
that have a great deal of
desire, pressuring each other
for positions."
Pressuring the front liners
was important this year too, in
regard to Falcon substitutes
Sid Rodeheffer, Bob Hill,

Denny Cavanaugh, Mark
Hennessey and Eric Hymes.
"Our six through 10 players
were not the strongest group,
but it is the second team that
makes the first team go in
practice and if that group had
laid down, we might have gone
nowhere," said Conibear.
"They got very little
recognition and playing time,
but hi practice, they always
had to give maximum effort to
make the others play hard and
keep their competitive edge,"
added Conibear.
Of course, playing the
premier reserve role, was
senior Rodeheffer whose theft
or assist records were more
important than his five point
average.

"Sid gave us some great
efforts," noted Conibear, "He
was a real boost defensively
and gave the club a change in
tempo."
Besides
Rodeheffer,
Cavanaugh, and Hennessey,
the Falcons will lose
McI,emore and Penix, who
both were selected to the
MAC'S first team yesterday.
McLemore was "Mr.
Steady," and Penix was "Mr.
Points," (plus Player of the
Year) but an excellent starting nucleus of Connally,
Walker and Quayle will
return, plus the leading scorer
of the 1967-68 freshman squad,
Bob Hill.
Now, back to recruiting
and keeping the ball rolling.

Penix named player of year

Trackmen get final chance
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer

He did feel the defensive
average could have been
better.
Conibear,
who
just
returned from a Detroit high
school basketball tournament,
is wrapped up in rugged
recruiting game now and
seeking players that will fit
into
Bowling
Green's
program.
The program is centered in
freshman coach John Piper.
He teaches the fundamentals
of BG defense, so the adjustment to the varsity level
will not be great.
The head coach commended the job of Piper and
his assistant John Heft in
selling the program to the
rookies because Conibear

<?
sporrs

Bowling Green forward
Jim Penix was named the
Mid-American Conference
player of the year by the MAC
News Media Association.
The 6'4" former Rossford
star, led the conference in

BG puts 2
on 1st team
COLUMBUS--Led
by
unanimous choices Jim Penix
and John Canine, Bowling
Green and Ohio University
took all five berths on the allMAC first team.
Penix was joined by Falcon
Dan McLemore and Canine by
teammates Greg McDivitt
and Craig Love. All are
newcomers except
McLemore, who was on the
second team last year.
The league coaches name
Mike Murnen and Doug Hess
(TU), Terry Martin and Mike
Wren (MI), and Bruce Burden
(KSU) to the second team.
"It's a heck of an honor for
our team to have two players
on the all-league team," said
Falcon coach Bob Conibear.
"Jim has the ability and
great touch to score," he
added, "and Dan was a steady
performer game after game,
with his rebounding and team
play."
Penix averaged 19.5 and
McLemore 17.4 on the season.
MAC standings

-«•«■ »k*M by Kin Bobudw

UNPREDICTABLE CHEERLEADER Rae Lynn Koppert shows her many faces
duriaf the final basketball game against Syracuse last Monday. Rae Lynn obvtouily flads the Falcoas' brand of ball visually Interesting and reflects It la (1. to
r.) amaxemeat, itubhoraeti and encouragement.

Ohio
BG
Miami
Toledo
Western
Kelt

WL
11
73
S'.J'j
17
II
21

hitting on 12 of 16, a feat he chances. "I would like to play
scoring with 229 points and a repeated against Toledo.
in Cleveland with the new
22.9 average. His closest
"I would have to play NBA team. However, I would
challenger, John Canute of guard no matter where I go," play in the ABA if I got a good
Ohio University, had a 18.7 said Penix, about his pro offer"
average.
"When the second place
team has the player, it's a
heck of an honor for the
team," said Falcon coach Bob
Conibear.
Penix in his second year for
the Falcons, did not gain a
permanent starting position
until the OU game, the ninth
game of the season. He
averaged 9.5 last season
mostly in a reserve role.
"He wanted to let it fly
before," said Conibear about
the forward's shooting. "He
became a real sound percentage shooter. He got
position, took his time and
waited for the good shot."
Penix attributes the award
to a team effort.
"You've got to have five
guys on the floor and the guys
rooting for you on the bench,"
said Penix. "You can't have
just one good player on a
team. Without the other guys,
you can't be that good a
player."
Penix hit at an amazing
49.7 clip during the season and
was as high as 53 before his
slump at Ohio.
He grabbed down rebounds
at a 8.6 clip with 15 against
Toledo and managed 63 of 74
free throws for an 85.1 percentage. At one point, he made
29 straight.
"He generates excitement
in a basketball game with the
way he plays," said Conibear.
"He has the ability and great
touch to score."
Penix hit over 20 points for
10 straight games averaging
Jim Penix
27.8 during the stretch. His
highest total was 33 points
against Western Michigan

FOR THE WEEKS OF MARCH 9 and 16
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

POETRY READING
See page h.

Wednesday

CHORAL CONCERT
See page 5.

Thursday

BRASS CHOIR CONCERT
See page 5-

Fr i day-S aturday

LAUREL AND HARDY FESTIVAL
See page 6.

Saturday

CHAMBER MUSIC
See page 7-

Monday-Thursday

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

**********

The next issue of The Green Sheet will be
distributed Monday, March 30. Notices for all
events occurring during the first week of spring
quarter must be submitted by Tuesday, March 17We will print during spring break. Copy may be
submitted by mail or in person to The Green Sheet,
806 Adm. Bldg., or by calling 372-26l6 and asking
for the editor. Good luck on finals!

MONDAY, MARCH 9
U p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Daniel S. Lehrman, of Rutgers University, will speak
on 'Hormones and Behavior Interrelationships in Animals."
The lecture is free and open to the public.
Room 108, Psychology Building.

It p.m.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

6 p.m.

WINTER SPORTS BANQUET
Members of the 1969-1970 basketball, swimming, wrestling,
and hockey teams are guests. Most Valuable player awards
will be presented by the respective coaches.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

7 p.m.

BGSU LAW SOCIETY
Dan H. McCullough, Toledo attorney, is the speaker. Miss
Rose LaRose, owner of the Esquire Burlesque Theatre in
Toledo, will also be present. Topic for the meeting is
"Constitutional Rights of Freedom of Expression and Property Ownership." Open to the public.
Top of the Alps, Petti's Alpine Village, Main St.

7 p.m.

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA MEETING
Dr. Mel Hyman, professor of speech, will discuss cancer of
the larynx in a public lecture at this meeting. To be followed by a business meeting for members of the premeuical
honorary fraternity.
Room 51t>, Life Science Building.

7:30 p.m.

MEN'S CURLING LEAGUE
Curling Rink, Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

GERMAN DRAMA PRESENTATION
German students will present a comedy by Peter Weiss, entitled "Wie dem Herrn Mockinpott das Leiden ausgetreiben
wird" or "How Mr. Mockenpott is Cured of his Troubles."
According to Mr. Klaus Schmidt, instructor in German and
director of the play, the production is of the slapstick
variety and can be enjoyed without an extensive knowledge
of the German language. Admission is free.
Room 105, Hanna Hall.

8 p.m.

NO ASH MEETING
Smoking withdrawal clinic, sponsored by the Northwestern
Ohio Action on Smoking and Health (NO ASH). Dr. Donald
Kausch and Dr. Marvin Kumler, department of psychology will
direct the clinic, which will define specific procedures to
be used by individuals wishing to stop smoking. Held every
Monday evening. Open to the public.
Wayne-Harrison Room, Union.
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8 p.m.

"THE RESURRECTION— EASTER MYTH OR MIRACLE?"
A student panel will examine evidence of the resurrection
with slides of the supposed site of Christ's tomb. Sponsored by the Inter-Varisty Christian Fellowship. Free and
open to the public.
Lutheran Student Center, Wooster Stn

8 p.m.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Members of AAUW will meet for the annual bui
A program is ]
1 i.v the Blacl Swan] 1 Lay r .
Alumni Room, Union.

8-11 p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER MARRIED COUPLES GROUP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

8:30-10 p.m.

OPEN DANCE STUDIO
Room 302, Women's Building.

meeting,

TUESDAY, MARCH 10
1-5 p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER GROWTH ROOM
Room 320, Student Services Build

3 p.m.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr. Jerry Lingrel, ussociute professor at the University of
Cincinnati's College of Medicine, is the speaker. His topic
is "identification and Characterization of the
1 in
Messenger RNA." Sponsored by the Department of chemistry.
Open to the public.
Room 269, Overman Hall.

U p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT MEETING
Memorial Hall.

1* p.m.

JUNIOR PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Room U36, Student Services Building.

k p.m.

MATHEMATICS FILM
"Theory of Limits," a film featuring E.J. McShane, professor at the University of Virginia. A general theory
of limits covers the three cases usually found in calculus.
Recommended for students at the calculus level of stuuy.
Room lltO, Overman Hall.

U p.m.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FACULTY MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

lt-5 p.m.

GERMAN HELP SESSIONS
German Department, Shatzel Hall.

h:30-5:30 P-m-

ACCOUNTING HELP SESSIONS
Room 210, Hayes Hall.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 10 - cunt.
6:1*5 p.m.

TAU BETA SIGMA MEETING
Hiver Room, Union.

7 p.m.

GEOGRAPHY LECTURE
Dr. Henry J. Warman, professor of geography at Clark University, Worcester, Mass., is the speaker. His topic is
"The Structure of Geography," and will deal with the current
status of geography as a profession. The meeting is sponsored by the department of geography and Gamma Theta Upsilon,
geography honorary. Initiation of new members of Gumma
Theta Upsilon will follow the talk. Open to the public.
White Dogwood Room, Union.

7 p.m.

BETA ALPHA PSI MEETING
James F. Antonio, University of Missouri, will speak on "Management Information Systems—A Definition." Open to the
public and sponsored by the national professional accounting
society.
Harrison-Wayne Room, Union.

8-9:30 p.m.

SKATING CLUB
Ice Arena.

9:30 p.m.

FALCONETTES
Ice Arena.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11
1-3 p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER NON-VERBAL WORKSHOP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

3 p.m.

ECONOMICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Bruce Edwards, associate professor of economics, is the
speaker. The topic is "Economic Analysis of Educational
Planning." Open to the public.
Room lll», Education Building.

U p.m.

MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Peter Hilton, Cornell University, New York, is the
scheduled speuker. His topic is "Topoloeical Product on
Manifold." Open to the public.
Room 70, Overman Hall.

6 p.m.

SKI CLUB
Room 115, Education Building.

7-9 p.m.

YOUNG POETS AND WRITERS ORGANIZATION
Perry Room, Union.

8 p.m.

POETRY READING
Ray DiPalma, instructor in English, will present a public
reading from his own books of poetry—"Max," "Between the
Shapes," and "Macaroons." Free and open to the public.
Room 112, Life Science Building.
-k-

8:15 p.m.

CHORAL CONCERT
The University Collegiate Chorale, Symphony Orchestra and
A Cappella Choir will Join to present Beett'oven's Missa
Solemnis. Guest soloists Virginia Starr, soprano; Edna
Garabedian, alto; Rex Eikum, tenor; Warren Allen, bass;
and Janet Brady, violin, will perform. Ivan Trusler is
conducting. Free and open to the public.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

THURSDAY, MARCH 1£
3 p.m.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Professor J. R. Sebastian, of Miami University's department
of chemistry, is the guest speaker. His topic is "Enzyme
Model Systems." Free and open to the public.
Room 113, Hayes Hall.

3-5 p.m.

LUTHERAN STUDENT COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.

3-5 p.m.

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL
Taft Room, Union.

5:30 p.m.

PI OMEGA PI MEETING
Wayne Room, Union.

6-8 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

STUDENT COUNCIL—FORMAL MEETING
Room 112, Life Science Building.

7 p.m.

SIGMA ALPHA ETA MEETING
A film will be shown.
Capital Room, Union.

7-9 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Room 108, Women's Building.

7:30-10:30 p.m.

ADVANCED PERSONAL GROWTH THROUGH MOVEMENT WORKSHOP
Sponsored by the Counseling Center.
Room 320, Student Services Building.

8 p.m.

OHIO REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

8:15 p.m.

BRASS CHOIR CONCERT
A student ensemble of trumpets, trombones, tubas, French
horns and tympani will perform under the direction of
Davia Glasmire. The program, which is free and open to
the public, will include works by Renaissance and contemporary composers.
Recital Auditorium, School of Music Building.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 13 - LAST DAY OF REGULA1' CLASSES
1-3 p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER ROLE-PLAYING WORKSHOP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT CONGREGATION SERVICES
Prout Chapel.

8 p.m.

OHIO REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. LAUREL AND HARDY FESTIVAL
A triple feature of Laurel and Hardy films will be shown
this Friday and Saturday. The films are "A-Huunting We
Will Go," "The Big Noise," and "Dancing Master." The
film festival is open to the public. Admission is 75$.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8 p.m.

FACULTY COUPLES BRIDGE
Alumni Room, Union.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

SATURDAY, March ll
All Day

ENGLISH ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE
The annual conference of the English Association of Northwestern Ohio will be held today in the Union. Teachers of
English from the 18 counties in Northwestern Ohio will attend.
Union.

1-3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

2 p.m.

OHIO REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

3-5 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

8 p.m.

OHIO REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

8 p.m.

U.A.O. LAUREL AND HARDY FESTIVAL
See calendar for 8 p.m., Friday. March 13.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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1:15 p.m.

FOURTH SCHOLARSHIP SERIES CONCERT
Members of the School of Music faculty will perform chamber
music by Susato, Bagrielli, Brahms and Beeihoven. Reserved
seat tickets will be available at the Union ticket office
beginning March 9. Admission is $3 for adults and $1.25
for students.
All proceeds go to the School of Music
Scholarship Fund.
Recital Auditorium, School of Music Building.

9 p.m.-l a.m.

U.C.F. "CRYPT" COFFEEHOUSE
United Christian Fellowship Center.

SUNDAY, MARCH 15
9:30 a.m.

ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH SERVICES
Students may attend Roman Catholic mass at 9:30 a.m., 10;1»5
a.m., and •» p.m. Services are also held at U p.m. and at
midnight on Saturday.

10 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
Missouri Synod, University Lutheran Chapel — 10 a.m.
L.C.A. and A.L.C. , St. Mark's Lutheran Church — 11 a.m.

2-3:30 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3:15-5:15 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

3:30-5 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

5:30 p.m.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP WORSHIP
Worship services will be followed by the Sunday at Six
program. This week, the Rev. Gary Woodruf, St. Mark's
Lutheran Church, and the Rev. Joe Hefner, Trinity Methodist, will discuss "Hope." Open to the University community.
United Christian Fellowship Center.

6-8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

OHIO PEACE ACTION COUNCIL
White Dogwood Room, Union.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

STUDENT RECITAL
Linda Marshall, soprano, will perform. Free and open to
the public.
Recital Auditorium, School of Music Building.
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MONDAY, MARCH 16
All Day

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

8 p.m.

NO ASH MEETING
Smoking withdrawal clinic, sponsored by the Northwestern
Ohio Action on Smoking and Health. Open to the public.
Harrison-Wayne Room, Union.

8:15 p.m.

JOINT STUDENT RECITAL
Tom Dustman, baritone, and Richard Martinez, tenor, will
perform. Free and open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, School of Music Building.

TUESDAY, MARCH 17 - St. PATRICK'S DAY
All Day

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18
All Day

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

STUDENT RECITAL
Evelyn Petros, soprano, will perform.

Free and open to

the public.
Recital Auditorium, School of Music Building.
THURSDAY, MARCH 19
All Day

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

FRIDAY, MARCH 20
All Day

INTERCOLLEGIATE GOLF—SPRING TRIP

All Day

INTERCOLLEGIATE LACROSSE—SPRING TRIP

It p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr. James J. Jenkins, University of Minnesota, will speak
on "Language and Memory." Free and open to the public.
Room 108, Life Science Building.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 21
All Day

NORTHWESTERN OHIO DISTRICT SCIENCE DAY
High school students from Allen, Fulton, Hancock, Lucus,
Putnam and Wood counties will gathor on the campus to

exhibit their science projects and compete for the right
to attend the State Science Day in Columbus. Approximately
500 students are expected.
10:30 a.m.

WINTER QUARTER COMMENCEMENT
Grand Ballroom, Union.

2 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons at Georgia Tech, Atlai

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

SUNDAY, MARCH 22
10 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
Missouri Synod—University Lutheran Chapel, 10 a.m.
L.C.A. and A.L.C.—St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 11 a.m.

2 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons at Loyola of the South, New Orleans.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
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Lectures and Seminars

ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

"Management Information Systems—A Definition"—
a talk by James F. Antonio, University of Missouri.
Harrison-Wayne Room, Union.

CHEMISTRY
Tuesday, 3 p.m.

"Identification and Characterization of the Hemoglobin Messenger RNA"—a lecture by Dr. Jerry Lingrel,
associate professor at the University of Cincinnati's
College of Medicine.
Room 269, Overman Hall.

Thursday, 3 p.m.

"Enzyme Model Systems"—a lecture by Professor J. R.
Sebasian, Miami University.
Room 113, Hayes Hall.

ECONOMICS
Wednesday, 3 p.m.

"Economic Analysis of Educational Planning"—a lecture
by Dr. Bruce Edwards, associate professor of economics.
Room 111*, Education Building.

GEOGRAPHY
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

"The Structure of Geography"~a talk about the current
status of geography as a profession, by Dr. Henry J.
Warman, professor of geography at Clark University,
Worcester, Mass.
White Dogwood Room, Union.

MATHEMATICS
Wednesday, k p.m.

"Topological Product on Manifold"—a talk by Dr. Peter
Hilton, Cornell University.
Room 70, Overman Hall.

POETRY
Wednesday, 8 p.m.

A public reading by Ray DiPalma, instructor in English,
from his own books of poetry.
Room 112, Life Science Building.

PSYCHOLOGY
Friday (March 20)

"Language and Memory"—a lecture by Dr. James J. Jenkins,
U p.m. University of Minnesota.
Room 108, Life Science Building.

Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, March 9
9 p.m.

Tuesday, March 10
9 p.m.

Wednesday, March 11
7 p.m.

8 p.m.

10 p.m.
Thursday, March 12
8:30 p.m.

Friday, March 13
8 p.m.

9 p.m.

Sunday, March 15
7:30 p.m.

9 p.m.
10 p.m.

NET JOURNAL: "Freud: Man and His Mind"
This is a study of 16,000 British school children linking
the experiences of childhood with later patterns, as a
test of Freudian theories of character development.
NET FESTIVAL: "Melina Mercouri/I Was Born Greek"
Greek actress Melina Mercouri tours New York, Boston, Stockholm, Paris, and London in this one-hour film. She sings,
dances, and tells of her displeasures with the takeover in
Greece by the Greek Junta.
FIRING LINE: "Why Don't Conservatives Understand?"
Tonights guests are Harvey Hukari, former Stanford Chairman of the YAF, Wes Nisker, underground radio news director,
and Roger Rapoport, Journalist. This is the second in an
occasional series of programs in which Mr. Buckley is made
the target of his guests.
MUSIC ON TELEVISION
Tonight features internationally famed pianist Alexis
Weissenberg in a performance of Stravinsky's "Petrouchka
Suite for Piano" and in a discussion with Jordan Whitelaw,
producer of the Boston Symphony broadcasts.
SOUL
A weekly all black variety-talk show.
NET PLAYHOUSE: "A Generation of Leaves: Wails"
The barrier dividing Berlin brings tragedy to a pair of
feuding East German families.
NET JOURNAL: "Who Invited Us?"
The shadow of American influence rests heavily on much of
the world. NET Journal examines the economic factors behind our world role. It takes a critical look at our military interventions from Vladivostok to Vietnam, studying
economic and political factors, and probing the roots of
future Vietnams".
NET FESTIVAL: "John Phillip Sousa: The March King"
This documentary looks at the life and works of John Phillip
Sousa.
KUKLA, FRAN, AND 0LLIE: "Ollie's Birthday"
It's Ollie's birthday and the sensitive dragon is hurt because everyone seems to be ignoring him. What he doesn t
realize is that they're all busy preparing a surprise party.
THE FORSYTE SAGA
THE ADVOCATES
A debate for and against public issues.
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Monday, March 9
2 p.m.
Perspective
2:15 p.m. At Issue
2:30 p.m. BBC Science Magazine
3 p.m.
The Drum
3:30 p.m. Jazz
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Evening Concert
Hummell: Mandolin Concerto
in G
Locatelli: Concerto
Grosso #3 in F
Mozart: Kxsultate Jubilate
K. 105
Beethoven:
Piano Concerto
#3 in C, Op 37
Brahms: Symphony #1 in C
Tuesday. March 10
2 p.m.
Perspective
2:15 p.m. London Echo
2:30 p.m. German Department
3 p.m.
The Asia Society
3:30 p.m. Jazz
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Evening Concert
Haydn: Symphony #22 in Eb
"Der Philosoph"
Tchaikovsky: Symphony #5
Faure: Requiem
Sibelius: Symphony #3
Op V
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique, Op 17
Stravinsky: Petrouska
Wednesday ,
2 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
0 p.m.

March 11
Perspective
Road to Europe
Nest of Singing Birds
Suggested Solutions
.' azz
News
Evening Concert
Mozart: Piano Concerto #17
in G, L U53
Beethoven: Piano Sonata #32
in C
Brahms: Double Concerto in A
Dubussy: Images (Orchestra)
Fine: Symphony 1962

Thursday,
2 p.m.
p.m.
2:3.
3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:30 i .■:•■
6 p.m.

:

era] ect ive
iropean Review
BBC World Report
■ rirany Today
Georgetown Forum
Nfws
ning Concert
. .:.:.: .'ymphony #5 in D
Symphony #9 in D
"': Piano Concerto
*.
:
, Op 18
Bloch: Concerto Grosso
Nielsen: Symphony #6

Pridav. Mi iron L3
.' p.m.
■ ipective
:'
p.m.
ms-Atlan1
i 'He
p.m.
r
3 p.n.
..
p.m.
. .
p.m.
p.m.
:. nee rl
unann: Symphony #U i:koviev: Symphony #5
. :
Violin S< nata #2
Bruckner: ;'ynphony #U
Saturday, Mar.-:i lfc
5 p.m.
No School Today
; 0 p.m.
News
■ | .m.
B.C. is Off !••■
Iw ...
6:1»5 | --: • Goon Show
All Them Folk
7:15 p.m.
8 p.m.
All That Jazz
11 p.m.
Gross National Product
Sunday, March 15
| . :• .
The Drama Wheel
Shakespeare: Coriolanus
2:30 p.m. Aspects of Music
U:30 p.m. The Goon Show
5 p.m.
Vic-.rola
b p.m.
Charcoal Rainbow
7 p.m.
Book Beat
7:30 p.m. Contemporary Dutch Composers
8 p.m.
The Drama Wheel
Strindberg: There are Crimes
and Crimes
Bush:
Little Lord Faur.tleroy
Strikes Again

Telephone Directory Supplement
Friar, Raymond H.
716 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio l»3l»02

352-5789

Herezeg, John W.
1629 Juniper La. Apt. 77
Bowling Green, Ohio
h
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Announcements

ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIPS«The deadline for receiving recommendations from
faculty and administrative staff for nominations for the College of Education
Alumni Scholarships is March 11. Please send the names of students who would
qualify for this scholarship to Genevieve Stang, Room 570 Education Building.
MARRIAGE COURSE—Students wishing to enroll in the Spring Quarter
marriage course at the Newman Center slould inform the St. Thomas More University Parish office by campus mail. Send your request to Box 87.
WBGU-TV SIECIAL—A series Of four films dealing with email town
attitudes in general, and Bowling Greer: attitudes in particular, will be shown
on WBGU-TV in the coning months. The first film, utilizing pictures, words
and music from the pt st and interviews *ith the older generation of citiz< 1 ,
will be shown on Charnel 70 Monday, March 23 at 7 p.m., and acain on March I ,
followed by a live forum. The forum will be hosted by Russell Cross, president
of Bowling Green's City Council.
The film series is financed by a $36,000 grant from the New York
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
The second film looks at small town attitudes today and will be
broadcast on April 13 and 16.
The third film deals with change in a small town, particularly technological advances, and will be shown May U and 7.
The fourth and final film ti'kes a look at the future and will be
shown May 25 and 28.
All the programs begin at 7 p-m. , and the second showing of eacli film
will be followed by a live forum.

z

